ParkHub.com and WirelessCarpark.com Join Forces to Benefit the Parking
Industry and Event Parking
The partnership between ParkHub and WirelessCarpark offers enhanced service and convenience to event
parkers and parking providers across the county.
Plainville, CT: February 22, 2012
WirelessCarpark.com (WCP) a premier provider of cloud-based revenue control for event parking is pleased to announce their
newly formed partnership with ParkHub.com, an online reservations service which allows patrons to find and purchase a
parking space prior to leaving for their event. Under the terms of the agreement, WirelessCarpark and ParkHub will provide
interface capabilities to their respective software applications to accommodate and enhance each other’s product offering. The
outcome of the integration and partnership will benefit users of both systems.
Event patrons can plan, select and purchase the location they want to park ahead of time; allowing these parkers to enjoy a
carefree parking experience the day of their event. Parking companies and venues that accept ParkHub’s reservations will gain
the revenue control, auditing power and accurate reporting provided by the WCP system. Parking companies that use both
systems will be able to automatically enforce pass acceptance. WirelessCarpark users will acquire another avenue to enhance
customer service through ParkHub’s reservation system. WCP users also benefit from the revenue opportunity associated with
ParkHub’s online reservation service.
John Beyer, President of WirelessCarpark.com states, “We are extremely excited about the new opportunities our partnership
with ParkHub presents to clients and event patrons. The interface between WCP’s revenue control technology and ParkHub’s
online reservation service allows parking companies and their clients to capitalize on the experience, functionality, and focus
each company specializes in.”
“When fans begin to utilize our service and reserve their parking spaces in advance, a lot of chaos is alleviated. Users know right
where to go and are assured a convenient parking space; improving their overall experience. Parking companies and venues
using our service and WCP’s technology will achieve stricter control and audit capabilities” says George Baker, Founder and
President of ParkHub.com.
The relationship between WirelessCarpark and ParkHub originated to bolster functionality across the two product lines to fulfill
the growing needs and increased expectations of the parking industry. Both WCP and ParkHub are progressive technology
companies with an eye on the future; making the partnership a natural step towards innovation and growth.
About WirelessCarpark.com
Headquartered in Plainville, CT, WirelessCarpark.com utilizes a combination of premier hardware and cloud-computing
technology to provide affordable automated revenue control to the parking industry. To learn more about WCP’s event parking
solution visit www.wirelesscarpark.com.
About ParkHub.com
Based in Dallas, Texas, ParkHub.com eliminates the frustration and uncertainty of finding a parking spot. The ParkHub.com
online parking reservation platform is easy to use and simplifies the parking process both the parker and the parking provider.
Founded on the principles of excellent customer service, ParkHub.com enhances the customer experience with a guaranteed
parking reserved parking spot, route directions with estimated time of arrival and a pre-paid parking rate. For more
information, visit www.ParkHub.com.
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